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Concept and experience offered to visitors 

The garden is for all peoples and for all 
ages. The labyrinth will draw in visitors to 
explore and re-discover n the wonders of 
nature in a world that is increasingly urban 
and less connected with nature and where 
food comes from. Currently, more than half 
of the world’s population now lives in cities. 
The modular spaces allows for disparate 
exhibits, while still blending under the same 
theme. For example, the green and “edible” 
walls contain herbs, sweet potato vines 
and kale that crawl upward using minimal 
space to grow food. The garden’s structure 
is made up of water barriers, often used in 
an urban setting- the exhibit portrays how 
materials can be reused in different 
contexts. The garden offers a respite from 
city life as nature crawls in the urban 
materials that are in use. It offers unique 
spots to relax and enjoy the summer, play, 
learn and spark the imagination and 
creativity to live more sustainable. 
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the modular design  
allows for different  
configurations and 
experiences

the design can be 
adapted to either a 

rectangle or polygon 
shaped sites
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elevations./ wind spinners
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nestable plastic pallets 
automatic irrigation from LCD 
water barrier 
Sweet Potato Vines 
Mint 
Thyme 
Lavender 
Basil 
Oregano 
Parsley 
Kale

Calathea 'Burle Marx’ 
Rattlesnake plant 
Barsaloux's Begonia 
Mini splitleaf phylodendron 
Crispy Wave Birdnest Ferm 
Red Maranta 
Artillery fern 
China doll 
African mask 
Grey Star  
Rikki

Urban sprawl / l'étalement urbain

modules can be 
combined to create 
clusters of new ideas 
and concepts
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the garden draws in 
everyone to explore, 
play, learn and 
reconnect with nature
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In what way, in your view, will your 
project contribute to the renewal of the art 
of the garden? 

The garden is for all peoples and for all 
ages. The labyrinth will draw in visitors to 
explore and re-discover the wonders of 
nature in a world that is increasingly urban. 
It offers unique spots to relax and enjoy the 
summer, play, learn and spark the 
imagination and creativity to live more 
sustainable. 

perspective./
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the threshold between 
the urban and the 
natural converge offering 
a new perspective


